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Unveiling the hidden nematicity and spin subsystem in FeSe
Chih-Wei Luo 1,2, Po Chung Cheng1, Shun-Hung Wang3, Jen-Che Chiang3, Jiunn-Yuan Lin 3, Kaung-Hsiung Wu1, Jenh-Yih Juang 1,
Dmitry A. Chareev4,5,6, Olga S. Volkova5,7,8 and Alexander N. Vasiliev7,8,9
The nematic order (nematicity) is considered as one of the essential ingredients to understand the mechanism of Fe-based
superconductivity. In most Fe-based superconductors (pnictides), nematic order is reasonably close to the antiferromagnetic order.
In FeSe, in contrast, a nematic order emerges below the structure phase transition at Ts = 90 K with no magnetic order. The case of
FeSe is of paramount importance to a universal picture of Fe-based superconductors. The polarized ultrafast spectroscopy provides
a tool to probe simultaneously the electronic structure and the magnetic interactions through quasiparticle dynamics. Here we
show that this approach reveals both the electronic and magnetic nematicity below and, surprisingly, its ﬂuctuations far above Ts to
at least 200 K. The quantitative pump–probe data clearly identify a correlation between the topology of the Fermi surface and the
magnetism in all temperature regimes, thus providing profound insight into the driving factors of nematicity in FeSe and the origin
of its uniqueness.
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INTRODUCTION
The progress in understanding Fe-based superconductors has
formed a most intriguing chapter in modern condensed matter
physics.1–3 The existence of nematic order has become well
established in Fe-based superconductors and is considered an
essential ingredient to understand the mechanism of Fe-based
superconductivity.4–6 The nematic order breaks the rotational
symmetry by making the x and y directions in the plane non-
equivalent, while preserving the time-reversal symmetry. The
chalcogenide FeSe has a superconducting transition temperature
Tc ~ 8.5 K; its tetragonal structure undergoes a transition to
orthorhombic below Ts = 90 K. No long-range magnetic order
has ever been detected in FeSe down to the lowest tempera-
tures.7–10 In this respect, as the structurally simplest Fe-based
superconductor, FeSe has unexpectedly emerged in the frontier of
Fe-based superconductivity research.11–25 Up to date, few
consensuses have been reached on either the electronic structure
of FeSe or its nematic and superconducting mechanisms.
For example, very recent angle-resolved photoemission spectro-
scopy (ARPES) has indicated a small Fermi surface (FS) above Ts
that cannot be reproduced by density functional theory calcula-
tions.10, 14–16, 26–28 Furthermore, various ARPES groups concur on
an even smaller FS below Ts,
10, 14–16, 26–30 which is in general
consistent with the Sommerfeld coefﬁcient observed from the
speciﬁc heat.31, 32 Nevertheless, how and why a FS is recon-
structed in FeSe through Ts is poorly characterized. As for the
nematic order under Ts, almost everyone agrees on an electronic
origin, as a 0.2% orthorhombic distortion is unlikely to lead to the
observed FS elongation and the shift of band energy at the M
point.15 Nevertheless, whether the nematicity in FeSe is magne-
tically or orbitally driven is under current ﬁerce debate, whereas it
is generally considered to be driven by magnetism in pnictides.6
This controversy occurs largely due to the absence of the
magnetic order in FeSe that remains an unsolved puzzle. The
existence of nematic ﬂuctuations above Ts is, likewise, not entirely
clear in the literature.
In the present work, we utilized the polarized femtosecond
pump–probe spectroscopy of FeSe to elucidate the above issues.
This probe is relevant to both the charge and spin channels, and is
sensitive to ﬂuctuations or the short-range order. For example, the
wavelength-dependent femtosecond spectroscopy clearly
revealed the magnetic ﬂuctuations at T = 170 K in HoMnO3, far
above the long-range antiferromagnetic TN = 76 K.
33 A similar
technique has been applied to detect the nematic ﬂuctuations
above Ts in pnictides.
34–36 Here we employed polarized ultrafast
spectroscopy to elucidate the detailed orientation and tempera-
ture dependence of the quasiparticle dynamics in FeSe. As a result
of this comprehensive survey, the hidden nematic ﬂuctuations
and spin subsystem in FeSe are unveiled.
RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the typical polarization-dependent photoinduced
reﬂectivity (ΔR/R) transients on the (001) plane of an FeSe single
crystal at various temperatures. At T = 60 K, below Ts, the ΔR/R
transients demonstrate clear nematicity (Fig. 1a) in this phase, as
also indicated in other experiments.10, 14–16, 26–28 We show below
that this nematicity in dynamics reveals information of both the
quasiparticle and magnetic channels. Astonishingly, ΔR/R shows
profound nematic ﬂuctuations even at T = 150 K, far above Ts
(Fig. 1b); this two-fold symmetry persists up to at least 200 K
(Fig. 2c). Overall, the raw data in Fig. 1 indicate clear nematic
signals in ultrafast dynamics at the highest temperatures
unprecedented in preceding reports. Furthermore, the two-fold
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symmetry pattern shifts by 90° when the temperature passes
through Ts as shown in Fig. 1. To depict the context of Fig. 1 more
clearly, Fig. 2 shows the typical ΔR/R transients with the electric
ﬁeld E along ϕ = 0° and ϕ = 90° at the temperatures associated
with those in Fig. 1. (Angles ϕ = 0° and ϕ = 90° were chosen to
represent the largest nematic signals, which are corresponding to
a-axis and b-axis of orthorhombic structure, respectively.) Both the
sign and the amplitude of ΔR/R transients show clear nematicity
between ϕ = 0° and ϕ = 90° at 60 K, as shown in Fig. 2a. With T
increasing to 150 K, the sign of ΔR/R transients along ϕ = 90°
markedly reverses from negative to positive. Although this pattern
shift was unexpected, it manifests a valuable clue to the coupling
between magnetism and the FS topology in FeSe, as discussed
below.
The relaxation processes (t > 0) of ΔR/R transients in FeSe single








The ﬁrst term in the right side of Eq. 1 is the decay of the
photoexcited electrons (or quasiparticles, QPs) with an initial
population number A1, through phonon coupling with a relaxation
time τ1. The second term pertains to the decay of QPs with an
initial population number A2, through spin coupling with a
corresponding decay time τ2. The third term describes the energy
loss from the hot spot to the ambient environment on a time scale
of microsecond, which is much longer than the period of the
measurement (~50 ps) and is hence taken as a constant. The
ascriptions of the ﬁrst and the second terms are due mainly to the
time and energy scales of τ1 and τ2. (See the sections S2, S3 and S4
in Supplementary Information).
To depict better the temperature dependence of nematic
ultrafast dynamics, we undertook another thorough run of ΔR/R
transient measurements with E along both ϕ = 0° and ϕ = 90°.
According to Eq. 1, each component was extracted from 290 to 30
K, as shown in Fig. 3a–d. We discuss ﬁrst the results for T≤ Ts; this
nematic phase of FeSe has been deﬁned better than the state of
T > Ts. For the fast component in ΔR/R, a remarkable difference in
the amplitude A1 was observed between ϕ = 0° and ϕ = 90° in the
low-temperature regime, shown in Fig. 3a. For ϕ = 0°, the sign of
Fig. 1 Three-dimensional plot of orientation-dependent photoin-
duced reﬂectivity (ΔR/R) transients at various temperatures. Inset:
schematics of the experimental setup of polarization-dependent
pump–probe spectroscopy. ϕpump= 0° and ϕprobe= 0° indicate that
the E ﬁeld of pump and probe pulses along a-axis of an FeSe single
crystal
Fig. 2 a–d ΔR/R of an FeSe single crystal with the polarizations of pump and probe beams along ϕ= 0° and 90° at various temperatures
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A1,0 below Ts is positive; in contrast, that of A1,90 below Ts is
negative for ϕ = 90°. In the literature, this difference is known to
manifest the nematicity of the electronic structure. For example,
the anisotropic single-particle and collective excitations in the
quasi-1D charge-density wave semiconductor K0.3MoO3
37 and the
d-wave symmetry of the superconducting gap in cuprate super-
conductors YBCO38–41 have been unambiguously revealed by
polarized pump–probe spectroscopy. As intriguingly, the orienta-
tion anisotropy is shown also in τ1 (Fig. 3c). τ1,90 for ϕ = 90°
(red solid circles) shows a notable divergence near Ts; this
divergence in the rate of QP relaxation indicates a gap opening,
at least on some part of the FS. The presence of a gap in the QP
density of states gives rise to a bottleneck for carrier relaxation.
The mechanism of the bottleneck is described by the
Rothwarf–Taylor model;42 indeed, the temperature dependence
of τ1,90 was perfectly ﬁtted according to that model as denoted by
the blue solid line in Fig. 3c. Within the same context, A1,90 was also
ﬁtted, as shown by the blue solid line in Fig. 3e. Assuming a mean-
Fig. 3 Temperature dependence of the amplitudes a A1, b A2 and the relaxation times c τ1, d τ2 of ΔR/R along ϕ= 0° and 90° resulting from the
ﬁts by Eq. 1. Solid lines are ﬁts to the Rothwarf–Taylor model in a–c (see sections S3 and S4 in Supplementary Information). Inset of a shows the
temperature-dependent A1 on an enlarged scale. Inset of d shows the ΔR/R along ϕ= 0° and 90° at 30 K as an example, ﬁt by Eq. 1.
e Amplitude A1 of a below Ts ﬁtted with the Rothwarf–Taylor model (solid line). The solid stars show the temperature-dependent band splitting
along ky at M point obtained by ARPES.
27 f The band structure along kx and ky at M point for T< Ts (thick-solid lines) and T> Ts (thin-dashed
lines).27 g Difference between A1,0 (ϕ= 0°) and A1,90 (ϕ= 90°) in a. Inset shows the temperature range above Ts. h The difference between
A2,0 (ϕ= 0°) and A2,90 (ϕ = 90°) in b. Inset shows the enlarged part above Ts. The error bars are the standard deviations estimated from several
measurements
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ﬁeld-like temperature-dependent Δ(T) = Δ(0) [1−(T/Ts)]
x, the ﬁt of
A1,90 leads to a gap amplitude 2Δ(0) = 8.14kBTs = 56 meV, consis-
tent with the energy splitting between dyz and dxz near the M
point in the Brillouin zone revealed from ARPES;27, 28 details of the
ﬁtting and discussions are available in section S3 of Supplemen-
tary Information. Furthermore, the temperature dependence of Δ
(T) is totally consistent with that of the splitting energy at the M
point as shown by the solid stars in Fig. 3e. However, there is no
such signature of divergence for τ1,0 near Ts, which implies a major
difference in carrier dynamics and in the band structure along
various k orientations in the electronic structure. This discrepancy
between τ1,0 and τ1,90 seems puzzling, but it actually ﬁts well into
the fascinating ARPES observation that, for T < Ts at M point, a gap
is opened along ky, whereas there is no gap opening along kx (see
the illustration of the band structure in Fig. 3f).27 It is therefore
plausible to assign the directions of 0° and 90° as x and y,
respectively. The abrupt decrease in τ1,0 at 90 K, i.e., the relaxation
of QPs becoming efﬁcient, probably indicates that an increased
density of states is involved in the relaxation processes along
kx.
43, 44 In this scenario, the results of Fig. 3a, c also imply that the
reconstruction of FS at the M point occurs mainly near 90 K, with
no signiﬁcant ﬂuctuation of electronic nematicity at the M point
above 100 K. As ultrafast spectroscopy is a bulk probe, the present
results provide bulk evidence to support the electronic structure
according to the surface-sensitive ARPES.
We turn to the slow component in Eq. 1 associated with A2 and
τ2 below Ts. The high-energy QPs accumulate in the d conduction
band of Fe and release their energy through the emission of
longitudinal-optical (LO) phonons within a couple of picoseconds.
The QPs (or LO phonons) would subsequently also transfer their
energy to the spin subsystem and then disturb the spin ordering on
the timescale of tens of picoseconds.45 This spin-related mechan-
ism was clearly observed in this work as represented by A2 and τ2 in
Fig. 3b, d. As the temperature decreases, the stronger interaction
between spins further results in an extended τ2 to disturb the spin
subsystem. The nematicity of the slow component is even more
pronounced than that of the fast component. While A2,0 can be
clearly found below Ts and increases with decreasing T, there is no
slow component of ΔR/R along ϕ = 90° (as shown by both the data
and the ﬁts in the inset of Fig. 3d). This fact implies that, although
there is no magnetic order observed in FeSe down to the lowest
temperatures, there does exist a strongly anisotropic spin
subsystem with the energy scale of ~72meV (details are available
in section S4 of Supplementary Information) below Ts, which is
consistent with the value obtained from inelastic neutron scatter-
ing.46 In general, the responsive spin orientation is parallel to the
polarization of the pump and probe beams. Most spins hence tend
to align along direction x(a) as in most pnictides (see, e.g. refs. 47–49),
albeit with a short-range order. This mechanism opens an
additional relaxation channel for QP decay along ϕ = 0°. About
at Ts, the divergence in τ2 implies the setting of the nematic
coupling to the spin subsystem (Fig. 3d), which is caused by the
sudden alignment of spins along x (ref. 8) in the nematic phase.9, 17, 20
Very recently, NMR experiments have observed the strong low-
energy magnetic ﬂuctuations below Ts;
47 neutron-scattering
experiments have identiﬁed the (π, 0) ﬂuctuation wave
vector.8, 9 The origin of magnetism below Ts in FeSe is likely
associated with an imbalance of the occupied electron numbers
nxz > nyz, which is mainly due to the band splitting at the M point
below Ts.
50 Within this context, there exists a coupling between
the direction of spins and the orientation of the FS distortion
through the nematicity of nxz − nyz. The direction of spins would
likely follow the elongation direction of FS, as in the case of
pnictides.49 Overall, the results from the present work on the
nematic ultrafast dynamics are illustrated in the green-colored
nematic order phase of Fig. 4.
DISCUSSION
The state of T > Ts in FeSe has been much less revealed than in the
nematic phase, partly due to the lack of tools appropriate to
investigate the nematic ﬂuctuations. In the following, we show that
nematic ultrafast dynamics above Ts elucidates surprising details of
this largely uncharted territory. As shown in Figs. 1–3, when T
increases beyond Ts, the nematic signatures persist until at least
200 K. In comparison, the magnitude of ΔR/R for T > Ts is smaller
than that for T < Ts, but two features of the fast component directly
appear. (i) The polarity of A1 reverses sign immediately for T > Ts, as
seen in Fig. 3a and more clearly with ∣A1,0∣−∣A1,90∣ in Fig. 3g. (ii) With
decreasing T, the nematic signature in A1 emerges at 200 K, shown
in the inset of Fig. 3a. At low temperatures below Ts, the FS
elongation at the Γ point was reported to be with an orientation by
90° relative to the FS elongation direction at the M point (Fig. 4).22
Enlightened by this drastic FS reconstruction, we propose a
scenario of the state in FeSe for T > Ts to reconcile both features (i)
and (ii). In the high-temperature tetragonal phase, FS of FeSe has
C4 symmetry. When temperature is decreased to ~200 K, with the
FS at the M point retaining C4 symmetry, the nematic ﬂuctuations
at the Γ point emerges. As FS reconstruction or any ﬂuctuation at
the M point is still absent in this temperature range, the QP
relaxation changes probed above Ts are dominated by the FS
ﬂuctuations at the Γ point. The consequent nematic sign of ∣A1,0∣
− ∣A1,90∣ between 90 and 200 K is opposite to that below Ts, since
the orientations of FS elongation at the M and Γ points are just
opposite below Ts. This scenario is shown schematically in Fig. 4. It
is noted that at T < Ts the electronic nematicity is dominated by the
FS reconstruction at the M point, for the FS reconstruction at the Γ
point is less severe than at the M point.10, 14–16, 26–28 It is also worth
noting that, with almost equal τ1,0 and τ1,90 above Ts shown in
Fig. 3c, the QP relaxation dynamics along kx and ky are almost the
same with nematic ﬂuctuations at the Γ point. This effect is in
contrast to the case of anisotropic τ below Ts, which is dominated
by the FS reconstruction at the M point.
The slow component with spin coupling further unveils
previously elusive magnetic properties of the regime for T > Ts.
At high temperatures, A2,0 − A2,90 = 0 as seen clearly in Fig. 3h. The




































Fig. 4 Phase diagram of FeSe by nematic ultrafast dynamics.
Temperature dependence of the resistivity ρ shows clearly an
anomaly at Ts and indicates the high quality of FeSe together with a
large residual-resistance ratio (RRR). T* denotes the temperature at
which ρ(T) shows a rapid change of slope. Insets illustrate the
nematic evolution of charge and spin subsystems in various phases.
The thin arrows indicate sketchily the individual moment of Fe ions.
The thick arrows indicate the “net” magnetic moments of FeSe in the
stripe form. The simpliﬁed FS in each temperature range is depicted.
The picture of FS for T< Ts follows ref. 49. The dashed green line
denoted the proposed FS ﬂuctuations at the Γ point
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that the average magnetic moments along x and y directions
are the same, reﬂecting the continuous rotational symmetry.
Nevertheless, with decreasing T, the nematic signal of
A2,0 − A2,90 ≠ 0 clearly shows at about T = 150 K (see Fig. 3h and
the inset). This nematic signal of A2 indicates the onset of a
magnetic subsystem breaking the four-fold symmetry. Very
recently, the existence of magnetic ﬂuctuations at T = 110 K has
been reported by inelastic neutron scattering.46 However, the
existence of magnetic ﬂuctuations between Ts and up to at least
150 K has not been discovered until in the present work.
Moreover, the sign of A2,0 − A2,90 < 0 is opposite to that below Ts,
indicating that the ﬂuctuating spins tend to align along the y
direction. This rotation of the spin direction by 90° above Ts is
coupled to the ﬂuctuating FS elongation at the Γ point with an
orientation by 90° relative to that at the M point below Ts. (An
alternative origin of these differences is the sign inversion of the
orbital polarization at the Γ point unique to FeSe, which produces
nxz > nyz, in contrast to the FS reconstruction at the M point below
Ts. The orbital polarization at the Γ point is related to the band
splitting that exists above Ts and was observed by ARPES.
28 The
origin of the band splitting at the Γ point remains elusive,28 but is
unlikely due to nematic ﬂuctuations for T > Ts since regular ARPES
probes static orders.) Overall, we have observed both nematic and
magnetic ﬂuctuations in FeSe at high temperatures. The coupling
between the magnetic ﬂuctuations and the change of the
electronic structure at high temperatures are also identiﬁed, as
below Ts. The regime with the newly discovered nematic and
magnetic ﬂuctuations is denoted by the yellow area in Fig. 4.
Careful measurements of the magnetic properties support an
onset of the magnetic ﬂuctuations at a temperature far above Ts,
as shown in section S5 of Supplementary Information. The distinct
FS elongation directions at the M and Γ points weaken the FS
nesting. This effect is likely a key to the absence of static magnetic
order in FeSe. There are more discussions in section S5 of
Supplementary Information on the temperature range of the
nematic and magnetic ﬂuctuations above Ts. The onset tempera-
ture of the magnetic ﬂuctuations is, notably, near T*, at which the
slope of ρ(T) demonstrates a rapid change (Fig. 4). These results
hint at a nematic/magnetic origin of T*.
Finally, the nematic ultrafast QP dynamics in FeSe has been
thoroughly studied by polarized pump–probe spectroscopy. Two
distinct relaxation components were observed in ΔR/R. The fast
component on the time scale 0.1–1.5 ps associated with the
electronic structure and the slow component on the time scale
8–25 ps assigned to the energy relaxation through the spin
channel together elucidate an exotic phase diagram of FeSe
shown in Fig. 4, where both nematic ﬂuctuations and an elusive
spin subsystem are hidden above Ts. The present results certainly
inspire a possible scenario for all Fe-based superconductors, which
needs to be conﬁrmed by other probes.
METHODS
We grew FeSe single crystals in evacuated quartz with a KCl–AlCl3 ﬂux
technique.51 The crystalline structure and transport properties of the
samples were examined by X-ray diffraction and van der Pauw
measurements, respectively. The femtosecond spectroscopy measurement
was performed with a dual-color pump–probe system (for the femtose-
cond laser, the repetition rate 5.2 MHz, wavelength 800 nm, pulse duration
100 fs) and an avalanche photodetector with the standard lock-in
technique. This non-degenerate pump–probe scheme can signiﬁcantly
eliminate the annoying coherent spike around zero time delay.52 The
ﬂuences of the pump and probe beams were 39.7 and 2.3 µJ/cm2,
respectively. The pump pulses have a corresponding photon energy of
3.1 eV at which greater absorption occurred in the absorption spectrum of
FeSe,53 and hence generate electronic excitation. To study the QP
dynamics, we measured the photoinduced reﬂectivity (ΔR/R) transients
of the probe beam with photon energy 1.55 eV. ΔR/R(t, ϕpump, probe) curves
along various orientations on the surface of the sample were obtained on
rotating the polarization of pulses at nearly normal incidence (θpump ~ 0°,
θprobe ~ 7°). The intensity and polarization (electric ﬁeld, E) of pulses were
adjusted with a λ/2 plate and polarizer.38–41 Moreover, the penetration
depth of FeSe is ~24 nm for 400 nm and ~30 nm for 800 nm, which are
estimated from the skin depth of electromagnetic wave in metal, λ/4πk.11
The spot size of the probe beam in this study is 83 × 45 μm, which is
smaller than the typical domain size of ~400 × 200 μm in our FeSe single
crystals, as shown in Fig. S1 of Supplementary Information. Due to the
external stress, e.g., caused by the glue/holder, each domain has its own
preferred orientation once the nematicity and even nematic
ﬂuctuations appear. In addition, while the general static measurement
(e.g., ARPES) is a probe into the static orders of FeSe, the transient
pump–probe spectroscopy is capable of probing the orders that ﬂuctuate
fast or the short-range order. This is because, after the ﬂuctuation order is
destroyed by a pumping pulse, we can immediately probe the reforming
ﬂuctuation order within femtosecond timescale. However, the general
static measurements do not provide enough time-resolution to resolve
these fast ﬂuctuations and only can obtain the long-time average results,
which is usually zero. Moreover, there is no trigger signal (served by a
pump pulse) to be a reference point in time domain for the general static
measurements.
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